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with all that's going on, Humphrey finds time to
help his classmates with their problems. But will
Mrs. Brisbane's unsqueakable surprise be too
much for Humphrey to handle? Look for all
twelve of Humphrey's adventures!
The World According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2005-05-05
The first book in the series about everyone's
favorite classroom pet! You can learn a lot about
life by observing another species. That’s what
Humphrey was told when he was first brought to
Room 26. And boy, is it true! In addition to
having FUN-FUN-FUN in class, each weekend
this amazing hamster gets to sleep over with a
different student, like Lower-Your-Voice-A.J. and
Speak-Up-Sayeh. Soon Humphrey learns to read,
write, and even shoot rubber bands (only in selfdefense, of course). With lots of friends to help,
adventures to enjoy, and a cage with a lock-thatdoesn’t- lock, Humphrey's life is almost perfect.
If only the teacher, Mrs. Brisbane, wasn’t out to
get him! Boys and girls can't help falling in love
with Humphrey! Kids will be eager to get their
paws on all 12 books in the series!
Mysteries According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2013-08-01
EEK-EEK-EEK! Mrs. Brisbane is missing!
Humphrey has always investigated things, like
why Speak-Up-Sayeh was so quiet and Tall-Paul
and Small-Paul didn't get along, but this is a true
mystery--Mrs. Brisbane is missing! She just
didn't show up in Room 26 one morning and no
one told Humphrey why. The class has a
substitute teacher, called Mr. E., but he's no
Mrs. Brisbane. Humphrey has just learned about
Sherlock Holmes, so he vows to be just as

Humphrey's School Fair Surprise - Betty G.
Birney 2016-01-19
Everyone’s favorite classroom pet is now
starring in chapter books! Longfellow School is
having a school fair! They will have bouncy
castles, bean bag games, painted faces, and
delicious treats. And there's also a contest for
best class spirit. Of course Mrs. Brisbane's class
decides Humphrey and Og are the biggest
reasons their class is so special and they make
costumes and signs to show everyone why. At
first it seems as though Humphrey and Og won't
get to go to the fair, but luckily Aldo figures out
a way to get them there safely. The fair is as
wonderful as Humphrey imagined and he even
ends up being the surprise star of the day. Justright for readers transitioning from easy-toreads to chapter books, Humphrey's Tiny Tales
simply make kids HAPPY-HAPPY-HAPPY.
Humphrey's Playful Puppy Problem - Betty G.
Birney 2014
A second chapter book starring the popular class
hamster of Room 26 finds his efforts to help
student host Richie with a science experiment
are challenged by Richie's exuberant puppy.
Simultaneous and eBook.
Surprises According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2009-01-08
The fourth book in the beloved and awardwinning school hamster series! A classroom
hamster has to be ready for anything, but
suddenly there are LOTS-LOTS-LOTS of big
surprises in Humphrey's world. Some are
exciting, like a new hamster ball. But some are
scary, like a run-in with a cat and a new janitor
who might be from another planet. But even
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SMART-SMART-SMART about collecting clues
and following leads to solve the mystery of Mrs.
Brisbane (and a few others along the way).
Nominated for twenty-four state awards and the
winner of seven, the Humphrey series is a hit
across the country.
Princess Incognito: Trapped After Dark - NJ
Humphreys 2021-06-15
The private diary of a hidden princess living a
double life in a boring town can never fall into
the wrong hands. So, when Princess Sabrina of
the House of Valence loses her top-secret journal
in class, she has no choice but to return after
school hours to get it back and avoid an epic
disaster. But is the most rotten school in the
world haunted? According to local legend, the
Ghost Girl of Mayesbrook Manor stalks the
creaky corridors at night. And outside, a pack of
fierce stray dogs make sure nobody feels
welcome. Luckily, loyal friends Charlie, Awful
Agatha and Liam join Sabrina on her terrifying
mission. But when they all get trapped after dark
by a mysterious security guard, it takes all their
courage and ingenuity to outsmart their scary
pursuers. Will they make it out alive?
Humphrey's School Fair Surprise - Betty G.
Birney 2016-01-19
Everyone’s favorite classroom pet is now
starring in chapter books! Longfellow School is
having a school fair! They will have bouncy
castles, bean bag games, painted faces, and
delicious treats. And there's also a contest for
best class spirit. Of course Mrs. Brisbane's class
decides Humphrey and Og are the biggest
reasons their class is so special and they make
costumes and signs to show everyone why. At
first it seems as though Humphrey and Og won't
get to go to the fair, but luckily Aldo figures out
a way to get them there safely. The fair is as
wonderful as Humphrey imagined and he even
ends up being the surprise star of the day. Justright for readers transitioning from easy-toreads to chapter books, Humphrey's Tiny Tales
simply make kids HAPPY-HAPPY-HAPPY.
Complete Notes from Singapore - Neil
Humphreys 2010-02-28
An all-in-one collection of Neil Humphrey’s
trilogy: Notes from an even Smaller Island,
Scribbles from the Same Island and Final Notes
from a Great Island. In 2003, his second book,
Scribbles from the Same Island, a compilation of

his popular humour columns in WEEKEND
TODAY, was launched in Singapore and
Malaysia and also became an immediate bestseller. In 2006, Final Notes from a Great Island:
A Farewell Tour of Singapore completed the
trilogy. The book went straight to No.1 and
decided to stay there for a few months. Having
run out of ways to squeeze ‘island’ into a book
title, Humphreys moved to Geelong, Australia.
He now writes for several magazines and
newspapers in Singapore and Australia and
spends his weekends happily looking for
echidnas and platypuses. But he still really
misses roti prata.
Vampires Never Cry Wolf - Sara Humphreys
2015-03-03
RT Book Reviews 2015 Reviewers Choice Award
Winner for Best Paranormal Romance Book 3 of
Dead in the City Vampires are nothing but
trouble... As far as beautiful vampire Sadie
Pemberton is concerned, werewolves shouldn't
be sticking their noses into New York's
supernatural politics. They don't know jack
about running a city-not even that hot-as-sin new
vampire-werewolf liaison who's just arrived in
town. Werewolves are too sexy for their own
good... The last thing Killian Bane wanted was to
end up in New York City playing nice with
vampires. Unfortunately, he's on a mission, and
when he encounters the sexiest, most stubborn
female vamp he's ever met, he's going to have to
turn on a little of that wolfish charm...and
Sadie's going to learn a thing or two about what
it means to have a wild side... Dead in the City
Series: Tall, Dark, and Vampire (Book 1)
Vampire Trouble (Book 2) Vampires Never Cry
Wolf (Book 3) The Good, the Bad and the
Vampire (Book 4) PRAISE FOR VAMPIRE
TROUBLE: "Totally irresistible...Humphreys is
undoubtedly a rising star." -RT Book Reviews, 4
1⁄2 stars, Top Pick "This series is wildly
addictive, and this is...a five-star book that you
do not want to miss." -The Romance Reviews "A
powerful love story that proves that while our
past is inescapable, it is the core of our
strength." -Sarah MacLean, New York Times
bestselling author of No Good Duke Goes
Unpunished
Jack Absolute - C.C. Humphreys 2007-08-21
Arriving in England in 1777 after four months at
sea, Jack Absolute is stunned by his notoriety as
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a character in Sheridan's comedy The Rivals,
especially when he finds himself fighting a duel,
fleeing for his life after winning the fight, and
becoming a spy in America's war of
Independence, in the first novel in a historical
adventure series. Reprint.
Humphrey's Book of Fun Fun Fun - Betty G.
Birney 2013-10-03
An activity book full of games, puzzles, jokes,
and more with Humphrey, everyone's favorite
classroom pet! Humphrey has learned a lot from
being the classroom hamster in Room 26 at
Longfellow School. And although he loves having
amazing adventures in and out of his cage, he’s
also quite good at solving puzzles and telling the
most hilarious jokes! In fact, he’s put together
this whole book of his favorite games, brain
teasers, and jokes for everyone who thinks they
can be as smart (or as funny) as a hamster!
Come and have some FUN-FUN-FUN with
everyone’s favorite classroom pet! Nominated
for twenty-four state awards and the winner of
seven, the Humphrey series is a hit across the
country. And he's becoming a one school/one
book favorite!
Spring According to Humphrey - Betty G. Birney
2016-01-19
Spring is in the air, and lots of things are
growing—including the Room 26 family! Signs of
spring are very exciting to everyone at
Longfellow School. Mrs. Brisbane's class has
seen flowers poking out of snow and baby birds
hatching, and Just-Joey even brought in tadpoles
that are growing into frogs. It also means Family
Fun Night is coming up, and all of the students'
families are involved in making amazing
activities. Humphrey helps in many ways, of
course, but he can't stop wondering about his
own family. He doesn't know anything about his
mom or dad. Luckily, all of his wonderful friends
help him see that families come in many shapes
and sizes, and Humphrey's might be the biggest
(and best!) one of all.
Humphrey's Really Wheely Racing Day Betty G. Birney 2014-08-28
Everyone’s favorite classroom pet is now
starring in chapter books! Humphrey is one
happy hamster. He lives in Room 26 at
Longfellow School. He has a big comfy cage with
a wheel perfect for spinning and a room full of
friends. But when Humphrey goes to Mandy’s

house one weekend, he learns that her hamster
has something Humphrey has never seen
before—a hamster car! Humphrey wants one,
too, but school is not usually the place for toys.
Then his teacher talks about bringing in
something special for a project. Is Humphrey
getting a really wheely surprise? With adorable
illustrations and an easy reading level,
Humphrey’s Tiny Tales are just right for
emergent readers.
Humphrey's Book of Christmas Fun - Betty G.
Birney 2013
Dear friends, I LOVE-LOVE-LOVE being the
classroom hamster in Room 26, Longfellow
School. I've learned a lot about reading, writing,
maths and making friends . . . and I've had
amazing adventures in and out of my cage, too.
But I also love solving puzzles and riddles in the
tiny notebook I keep hidden in my cage. They're
not always easy but if I wiggle my whiskers and
scratch my furry head for a while, I usually can
solve them. To keep you busy on your Christmas
holidays, I'm sharing some of my favourites in
this fun-filled book so you can find out if you're
as smart as a hamster! (I'll bet you are.) Your
puzzle-loving pal, Humphrey With additional
material compiled by Amanda Li, the author and
editor of joke books for Jeremy Strong, Gwyneth
Rees and David Roberts, this fabulous book of
puzzles is the perfect stocking-filler to keep
Humphrey fans busy in the holidays.
Spring According to Humphrey - Betty G. Birney
2016
"To Humphrey and the students at Longfellow
School, spring seems impossibly late this year.
Fortunately, planning a school Family Fun Night
keeps the students (and classroom pets) busy as
they look for signs of the changing seasons."-Notes From an Even Smaller Island - Neil
Humphreys 2008-11-15
Humphrey's Big Birthday Bash - Betty G.
Birney 2018-09-04
Humphrey is excited to celebrate the kids of
Room 26 with the first birthday party of the
year! Kirk invites the class to his super-fun
backward birthday bash, where everything is
backward, including clothes! The kids in Room
26 have a great time, but they are sad when they
realize that Humphrey, Og, and Ms. Brisbane
aren't on the birthday calendar. Everyone starts
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whispering and Humphrey can only make out a
few words, but he thinks he knows what they're
planning--a birthday celebration for Ms.
Brisbane! But when Friday comes around,
Humphrey learns he was all wrong--the surprise
party is for Humphrey and Og instead! With
sweet illustrations and an easy reading level,
Humphrey's Tiny Tales are hamster-iffic for
emerging readers.
The Preacher's Assistant (after the Manner
of Mr. Letsome) Containing a Series of the
Texts of Sermons and Discourses ... - John
Cooke (Rector of Wentnor, Salop.) 1783

Trouble According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2008-02-28
The third book in the beloved and awardwinning school hamster series! Humphrey loves
to solve problems for his classmates in Room 26,
but he never meant to create one! GoldenMiranda, one of his favorite students, gets
blamed when Humphrey is caught outside of his
cage while she’s in charge. Since no one knows
about his lock-that-doesn’t-lock, he can’t exactly
squeak up to defend her. Humphrey really has
his paws full when Don’t-Complain- MandyPayne and her family stir up more big trouble.
Humphrey manages to help Pay-Attention-Art
and Sit-Still-Seth and even survives a trip to the
vet, but can he clear Miranda’s name without
giving up his freedom forever? Look for all
twelve of Humphrey's adventures!
Microadventures: Local Discoveries for Great
Escapes - Alastair Humphreys 2014-06-05
‘Enthusiastic, pleasingly madcap’ Geographical
Adventure – something that’s new and
exhilarating, outside your comfort zone.
Adventures change you and how you see the
world, and all you need is an open mind, bags of
enthusiasm and boundless curiosity.
Recommended for viewing on a colour tablet.
The World According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2005-05-05
The first book in the series about everyone's
favorite classroom pet! You can learn a lot about
life by observing another species. That’s what
Humphrey was told when he was first brought to
Room 26. And boy, is it true! In addition to
having FUN-FUN-FUN in class, each weekend
this amazing hamster gets to sleep over with a
different student, like Lower-Your-Voice-A.J. and
Speak-Up-Sayeh. Soon Humphrey learns to read,
write, and even shoot rubber bands (only in selfdefense, of course). With lots of friends to help,
adventures to enjoy, and a cage with a lock-thatdoesn’t- lock, Humphrey's life is almost perfect.
If only the teacher, Mrs. Brisbane, wasn’t out to
get him! Boys and girls can't help falling in love
with Humphrey! Kids will be eager to get their
paws on all 12 books in the series!
Grand Adventures - Alastair Humphreys
2016-03-24
‘Enthusiastic, pleasingly madcap’ Geographical
Adventure – something that’s new and
exhilarating, outside your comfort zone.

Humphrey's Big-Big-Big Book of Stories - Betty
G. Birney 2009-11-05
The perfect gift, this new edition in Betty G.
Birney's bestselling series brings together her
first three stories about Humphrey the
classroom hamster. Discover the wisdom, wit
and brilliance of the nation's best-loved furry
friend as he tells you all about the World,
Friendship and Trouble, all according to his
Humphreyness! Dear Friends, Being a classroom
hamster is an unsqueakably exciting job. I get to
visit my classmates' houses on weekends and
have lots of great adventures. I've helped my
friends like Speak-Up Sayeh and Lower-YourVoice-A.J. solve their problems and I've even
helped our teacher, Mrs. Brisbane. I've also met
another classroom pet (a frog named Og), taken
an exciting ride on a train and helped a magician
with his act! I've had so many adventures, I've
put some of them into one great book of my very
favourites. I hope you'll have as much FUN-FUNFUN reading them as I did writing them! Your
friend, Humphrey
Adventure According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2009-02-05
The fifth book in the beloved and award-winning
school hamster series! The students in Room 26
are learning about boats and building their own
for a race on Potter's Pond. Humphrey the
hamster loves dreaming about being a pirate
and watching his friends build ships. But when
he mistakenly ends up at sea on the day of the
boat race, he finds himself in the middle of more
adventure than he bargained for! Humphrey is
back in this charming story of a hamster on the
high seas of hilarity. Look for all twelve of
Humphrey's adventures!
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Adventures change you and how you see the
world, and all you need is an open mind, bags of
enthusiasm and boundless curiosity.
Recommended for viewing on a colour tablet.
Humphrey's Family - Sally Hunter 2003
Meet Humphrey the adorable elephant and find
out who his most favourite people are - his
family!
Humphrey's Pet Show Panic - Betty G. Birney
2018-01-02
Humphrey is the favorite pet in Room 26, but
will he also be a favorite at the pet show? Find
out in this sixth book in the popular chapter
book series. When A.J. brings Humphrey to the
town pet show, he's sure Humphrey will win a
prize. But Humphrey isn't convinced. There are
all kinds of animals in the show--from dogs and
cats to parrots and even something called a
bearded dragon! Humphrey tries to impress the
judges with some tricks, but when a dog noses a
little too close to him, Og the Frog saves the day
with the most impressive trick of all. And
Humphrey realizes that a great friend is the best
prize ever. With cute illustrations and an easy
reading level, Humphrey's Tiny Tales are just
right for emerging readers.
Secrets According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2014-01-02
Humphrey is back in his tenth adventure in the
beloved middle-grade series! So many secrets
are flying around Room 26 that Humphrey can
barely keep track. Mrs. Brisbane knows a
student is leaving, but Humphrey can't figure
out which one. (Even more confusing, Mrs.
Brisbane seems unsqueakably happy about it.)
The class is studying the Ancient Egyptians, and
some of the kids have made up secret clubs and
secret codes. Even Aldo is holding back news
from Humphrey. Humphrey's job as classroom
pet is to help his humans solve their problems,
but all these secrets are making it HARD-HARDHARD!
Modern Americana - Max Humphrey 2021-04-20
Do-it-yourself décor inspired by iconic patterns,
classic fabrics, sentimental items, and the
Americana style. Designer Max Humphrey gives
every reader confidence to create their own
stylish digs using things they collect, buy,
inherit, or dumpster-dive for. Americana design
elements that can fuel personal decorating styles
from classic American country to urban lofts and

everything in between. Photos and personal
anecdotes highlight collectibles and DIY-ables
from Max’s design and styling portfolio—such as
such as bandana wallpaper, botanical prints,
bunk beds, clocks, old maps, gingham and plaid
everything, Pendleton blankets, camp vibes, and
vintage signs. The book features casual to
custom and higher end furnishings and includes
design elements from a range of Humphrey’s
interior design projects from East to West Coast.
My Midsummer Morning: Rediscovering a
Life of Adventure - Alastair Humphreys
2019-05-30
A Financial Times Summer Book of 2019
Seasoned adventurer Alastair Humphreys
pushes himself to his very limits – busking his
way across Spain with a violin he can barely
play.
Humphrey's First Christmas - Carol Heyer
2018-10-02
Humphrey the camel is only interested in one
thing—getting his carpet blanket back. As he
journeys with the Wise Men to Bethlehem,
Humphrey bemoans his lost blanket until he
finally gets a new one. But when the caravan
arrives and Humphrey sees baby Jesus shivering,
he gives the child his new blanket without a
second thought. Full of rich acrylic paintings,
humor, and heart, this board book edition of
Carol Heyer’s bestseller will swiftly become a
cherished favorite with little ones.
Imagination According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2015-01-22
Humphrey's eleventh adventure celebrates
stories, writing, and the power of the
imagination! Imaginations are running wild in
Mrs. Brisbane’s class, but Humphrey is stumped.
His friends are writing about where they would
go if they could fly, but Humphrey is HAPPYHAPPY-HAPPY right where he is in Room 26. It’s
pawsitively easy for Humphrey to picture
exciting adventures with dragons and knights in
the story Mrs. Brisbane is reading aloud. He has
no trouble coming up with Plans to help his
friends and tricks to entertain them. His
imagination even goes a little too far when he
wonders if Carlos’s imaginary friend might be a
ghost. If only his imagination wouldn’t disappear
when he tries to write. Luckily, Humphrey likes
a challenge, and Mrs. Brisbane has lots of
writing tips that do the trick.
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nineteenth-century travel diary in which a young
woman complains that her breakfast didn't
agree with her. Diaries, Humphreys explains,
were often written to be shared with family and
friends. Pocket diaries were as mobile as
smartphones, allowing the diarist to record life
in real time. Humphreys calls this chronicling, in
both digital and nondigital forms, media
accounting. The sense of self that emerges from
media accounting is not the purely statisticsdriven “quantified self,” but the more wellrounded qualified self. We come to understand
ourselves in a new way through the
representations of ourselves that we create to be
consumed.
Summer According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2011-04-14
The sixth book in the beloved and award-winning
school hamster series! When Humphrey hears
that school is ending, he can't believe his ears.
What's a classroom hamster to do if there's no
more school? It turns out that Mrs. Brisbane has
planned something thrilling for Humphrey and
Og the frog: they're going to Camp Happy
Hollow with Ms. Mac and lots of the kids from
Room 26! Camp is full of FUN-FUN-FUN new
experiences, but it's also a little scary. There are
fur-raising wild sounds and smells, and there's
something called the Howler to watch out for.
Humphrey is always curious about new
adventures, but could camp be too wild even for
him? Look for all twelve of Humphrey's
adventures!
Effective Leadership - Ronald H. Humphrey
2013-05-29
Effective Leadership: Theory, Cases, and
Applications, by Ronald H. Humphrey, integrates
traditional and new leadership
theories—including transformational leadership,
leader-member exchange, authentic leadership,
servant leadership, self-leadership, shared and
distributed leadership, identity theory, and the
value of emotions and affect—to provide a
comprehensive look at the many facets of
effective leadership. Practical and fun to read,
this innovative book incorporates personal
reflections and current business examples to
bring the theories of organizational leadership to
life. In addition, “Put it in Practice” features help
readers see how they can apply the leadership
research to their own work lives, while

Match Fixer - Neil Humphreys 2010-05-15
Match Fixer takes place inside the murky
underbelly of Asian Football. The so-called
squeaky clean city-state of Singapore plays host
to betting syndicates which have for decades fed
off the insatiable illegal gambling habits of the
local population and in the process made a
select few bookies very rich and far too
powerful. Neil Humpreys, a former Football
correspondent for the national Singapore press,
lifts the lid off a previously unexplored - but very
real - subject. In his debut novel, corruption is
destroying the Beautiful Game in Asia and has
spread its tentacles into the UK via spread
betting cartels that have already knocked out
floodlights and caused chaos in the English
Premier League. Against such a background,
former West Ham United apprentice striker
Chris Osborne arrives in Singapore for a final
roll of the dice to get his once promising career
back on track. However not even a boyhood
spent growing up in the East End prepares him
for the crooked shenanigans, bloated former
British footballing jetsam and the underground
party drugs scene that welcomes him to life in
paradise.
The Qualified Self - Lee Humphreys
2018-04-20
How sharing the mundane details of daily life did
not start with Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube
but with pocket diaries, photo albums, and baby
books. Social critiques argue that social media
have made us narcissistic, that Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube are all vehicles
for me-promotion. In The Qualified Self, Lee
Humphreys offers a different view. She shows
that sharing the mundane details of our
lives—what we ate for lunch, where we went on
vacation, who dropped in for a visit—didn't begin
with mobile devices and social media. People
have used media to catalog and share their lives
for several centuries. Pocket diaries, photo
albums, and baby books are the predigital
precursors of today's digital and mobile
platforms for posting text and images. The
ability to take selfies has not turned us into
needy narcissists; it's part of a longer story
about how people account for everyday life.
Humphreys refers to diaries in which
eighteenth-century daily life is documented with
the brevity and precision of a tweet, and cites a
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leadership cases throughout demonstrate how
real leaders have succeeded by applying the
leadership principles discussed in the book.
Imagination According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2016-01-05
Humphrey's eleventh adventure celebrates
stories, writing, and the power of the
imagination! Imaginations are running wild in
Mrs. Brisbane’s class, but Humphrey is stumped.
His friends are writing about where they would
go if they could fly, but Humphrey is HAPPYHAPPY-HAPPY right where he is in Room 26. It’s
pawsitively easy for Humphrey to picture
exciting adventures with dragons and knights in
the story Mrs. Brisbane is reading aloud. He has
no trouble coming up with Plans to help his
friends and tricks to entertain them. His
imagination even goes a little too far when he
wonders if Carlos’s imaginary friend might be a
ghost. If only his imagination wouldn’t disappear
when he tries to write. Luckily, Humphrey likes
a challenge, and Mrs. Brisbane has lots of
writing tips that do the trick.
Humphrey's Ha-Ha-Ha Joke Book - Betty G.
Birney 2011-04-21
Dear friends, I LOVE-LOVE-LOVE being the
classroom hamster of Room 26. I've learnt lots
about making friends and making them laugh
along the way. So I've decided to collect my
favourite jokes together in this HA-HA-HA
hilarious joke book. And best of all, I included
your favourite jokes as well. Thank you, readers,
for making me laugh too. Your funny friend,
Humphrey
Winter According to Humphrey - Betty G. Birney
2013-10-03
It’s the HAPPY-HAPPY-HAPPY holidays for
everyone's favorite classroom pet! The holidays
are coming and Humphrey is unsqueakably
excited. He loves to hear about all the different
ways his friends in Room 26 celebrate and to
watch them make costumes and learn songs for
the Winter Wonderland pageant. (He even
squeaks along!) But with so much to do, will the
holidays go according to plan? Do-It-Now-Daniel

is having trouble practicing, Helpful-Holly can’t
stop worrying about making presents for her
friends, and Humphrey still has to find a gift for
Og! Good thing Humphrey is one smart hamster
who can help them all fill the season with JOYJOY-JOY! Nominated for twenty-four state
awards and the winner of seven, the Humphrey
series is a hit across the country. And he's a One
School, One Book favorite!
School Days According to Humphrey - Betty
G. Birney 2012-05-31
A new school year and new friends for
everyone's favorite classroom pet! Humphrey is
excited to get back to Room 26 and see all his
old classmates. But on the first day of school, a
bunch of strange kids arrive and no matter how
loudly he squeaks up, they don't realize they're
in the wrong room! Finally Humphrey realizes
that these kids are his new classmates, and he
sets off to learn all about them. He hasn't
forgotten about his friends from last year, and of
course they miss him a ton. But when they start
talking about taking him from Mrs. Brisbane's
room, Humphrey gets unsqueakably nervous.
How could he say good-bye to Mrs. Brisbane and
Og--not to mention his new friends--for good?
Friendship According to Humphrey - Betty G.
Birney 2006-07-20
The second book in the beloved and awardwinning school hamster series! After the
holidays, Humphrey is shocked by a big surprise
in Room 26-a new class pet! Humphrey tries to
be welcoming, but Og the frog doesn't respond
to any of his friendly squeaks or visits
(remember, he has a lock-that-doesn't-lock).
Plus, the students are so interested in Og, they
almost stop paying attention to Humphrey
altogether. Humphrey doesn't like the mad-badsad feelings he's had since Og came, but luckily
he still gets to have adventures with different
kids on the weekends. Friendship can be tricky,
but Humphrey is an intrepid problem-solver. If
any hamster can become buddies with a frog, he
can. Look for all twelve of Humphrey's
adventures!
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